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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Many investigators believe that the uptake of cations by plants consists of two 
consecutive processes characterized by the passive entry, mainly cation exchange of 
ions into tissues, and their active accumulation within tissues in contact with the 
ionic environment 27 ·30·53 ·61 ·86 l. 
However, there is considerable diversity of opinion on the function of cation 
exchange adsorption in cation uptake. It has been proposed, on the one hand, that 
the exchange adsorption of cations from the environment is a predominant process 
in the cation uptake by plant roots resulting in the differential uptake of monovalent 
and divalent cations. This proposal has been theorized by the Donnan principle 
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95 l On the other hand, it has been suggested by many investigators 
that exchange adsorption has little or no effect on the accumulation of cations by 
plants14, zs, 52, sa). 
In spite of considerable research in recent years on these processes, the question 
whether, and to what extent, the initial exchange adsorption of cations by plant 
roots determines their subsequent accumulation remains unsolved. Because of the 
considerable ecological and agricultural importance of the subject, much more in-
formation about this problem is required. 
The difficulty of evaluating the role of cation-exchange capacity (CEC) of plant 
roots in the cation uptake process comes from the complexity of the uptake process 
and the general nature of the root CEC. The relationship of CEC to both quan-
titative and qualitative or ratio of mono-/divalent cation uptake must be considered. 
In addition to these difficulties, the methods for determining the root CEC have 
served to complicate studies of the relationship of CEC to the cation uptake process. 
Although large differences in root CEC among some plant species and their 
concomitant effect on cation absorption have been reported20 ·28 ·42·77·78 l, there are 
probably other genetical, physiological or cytological differences among species that 
influence uptake. The root CEC values have been altered by some nutrio-environ-
mental factors, especially by source and level of nitrogen 14· 18· 35·65· 77· 95 l. This 
method of inducing differences appeared to be a means of providing roots genetically 
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alike but differing in root CEC. Such roots could be used to examine the effect of 
CEC on cation uptake without introducing variables arising from different plant 
species. 
In this study, efforts were made to improve the method to determine the root 
CEC and to characterize the non-metabolic absorption by excised barley roots. The 
primary object of this study, however, is to evaluate the role of root CEC in the 
cation absorption process. 
CHAPTER Il. TERMINOLOGY 
In order to avoid ambiguity, a number of words will be defined as follows: 
Absorption and uptake are used synonymously, and imply every kind of net 
accumulation of ions from external solutions by the root. Desorption implies 
outward net movement from the root to the external solution. Metabolic absorp-
tion is used for absorption requiring metabolic energy. Non-metabolic absorption 
is used for exchange adsorption and diffusion. 
A tissue of the root into which ions move passively is defined as the Free Space. 
The Free Space consists of two main components, the Water Free Space (WFS), 
where the concentrations of ions quickly become equal to those of the external solu-
tion, and the Donnan Free Space (DFS), containing a high concentration of exchange 
adsorption sites or non-diffusible anions. 
Native cation refers to Na, K, Ca, Mg, etc., normally occurring in the plant 
root as opposed to Li, Rb, Ba, Sr, etc., not normally found in the root. 
CHAPTER Ill. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Section 1. The Mechanism of Cation Uptake by Plant Roots and the Function of 
Cation Exchange in this Process. 
Recognition that inorganic salts are taken up by plant roots and other biological 
systems led naturally to speculation about the mechanism of uptake. From the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, considerable effort has been made to elucidate 
the mineral uptake process and many hypotheses on this process have been proposed. 
With the early extensive studies dealing with the time course of ion uptake into 
plant tissues, there has been recognition of the fact that a relatively brief interval 
of rapid intake is normally followed by a slower but more prolonged period of 
absorption7l. In addition to the distinctions regarding the duration and velocity of 
the two phases, several features distinguish uptake as it occurs during the periods. 
Thus, steady-state uptake, rigidly dependent on concomitant respiratory metabolism, 
is in most instances an obligatory aerobic process, has a high temperature coefficient, 
and is most often characterized by the absorption of both members of an ion pair. 
On the other hand, the initial phase appears non-metabolic, may occur anaerobically, 
has a temperature coefficient typical of a physical process, and is predominantly 
concerned with cation absorption53 l. 
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It is known that some cations may be non-metabolically absorbed by plant roots. 
MooRE et al. 69 \ reported that the Ca uptake by 6-day-old barley roots appeared to 
be largely non-metabolic because the Ca uptake at pH 5 was found to be insensitive 
to low temperature and dinitrophenol. However, the view that cation uptake 
involves both non-metabolic and metabolic absorption is generally accepted in most 
cases of cation uptake 27 •30•53 •61 •86 l. The outstanding question is, whether, and to 
what extent, the non-metabolic uptake is related to metabolic uptake. The answer 
to this question has been offered by many investigators, but still they are far from 
the point of agreement. Before the literature on non-metabolic uptake as related to 
metabolic one is reviewed, the concept of "free space" and "carrier theory" will be 
briefly reviewed. 
Early investigators of ion absorption viewed the cytoplasm simply as a mem-
brane across which transport into the central vacuole occurs. The observations about 
the complexity of cell structure, however, made it difficult to presume a simple 
membrane which separates the external and internal solution. Attempts have been 
made to determine more exactly the location of permeability barriers in plant cells 
by estimating the volume of tissue which is passively penetrated by salts or organic 
solutes3•4•8 • 9•31 • 71 ). These attempts introduced a concept of "free space" in the 
study of salt uptake mechanism9 l. In order to define a tissue into which ions move 
passively to a concentration equalling that of the medium, the terms "water-free 
space" and "outer space" have been applied. If the freely accessible space within a 
cell or tissue contains immobile electrical charges or adsorption sites, Donnan equili-
bria will be established in the space. In this case, the actual volume of a cell or 
tissue penetrated passively by ions may be different from that calculated by assuming 
that ions reach the same concentration in the cell tissue as in the medium. For 
this reason, it is often necessary to refer to the "apparent" free space rather than 
actual free space of a tissue or cell. 
From measurements of passive ion uptake from salt solutions of different con-
centrations, it is possible to deduce that the "apparent free space" consists of two 
components, the "water-free space" and a "Donnan free space". Attempts to 
determine the concentrations of immobile anions in Donnan free space have been 
made4 l. According to BRIGGs4 l, penetration of salt into the roots occurs by free 
diffusion through the free space. HoPE and STEVENS40 ) and BuTLER B) have regarded 
the initial flux as a diffusion process from external solution into free space. 
The early findings that plant roots can absorb mineral salts against a concentra-
tion gradient and that the absorption process is characterized by a considerable 
degree of selectivity led to the "carrier theory". General reviews of the "carrier 
theory" include those by USSING 89 ), ROBERTSON73l, STEINBACH79 \ LATIES53,l and 
EPSTEIN 27). OsTERHOUT 20 •70 l and JACOBSON et a/. 45 ), have outlined several properties 
which the ion binding compounds must possess to account for characteristic features 
of the absorption process. These workers also stress the need for assuming that the 
complex is labile and breaks down again, releasing the ions. This absorption process 
then has been pictured as follows. At the outer surface of a membrane, imperme-
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able to the free ions, the ions combine with metabolically produced binding com-
pounds or carriers, traversing the membrane in this form. Upon reaching the inner 
surface, the binding compound or carrier is chemically altered by metabolic processes 
so that the ions are set free. These assumptions can be expressed in the following 
equations: 
I) 
2) 
kl 
R+M . ~MR outside~ kz 
k3 
MR~R'+M. 'd k 4 ms1 e 
where R and R' represent different chemical states of the metabolically produced 
carrier, M the ion, MR the unstable carrier-ion complex and k the rate constant for 
each reaction indicated. The overall reaction is essentially irreversible23l. Although 
kinetic studies of cation uptake have supported this concept 23 • 24 • 25•26 · 54 l, the process 
remains a "carrier theory" in that no carriers have been identified. 
It has been widely held that cation exchange adsorption at the cell surface is 
the initial step in ionic entry 23 •24 •44 •45 •59 · 60•74 •85l. However, there is a diversity of 
opinion on the possible function of cation exchange in the cation uptake process. 
MATTSON62) and ELGABALY and WIKLANDER20) have made application of the 
Donnan equation to explain the differential cation uptake by plant roots. According 
to the Donnan theory of membrane equilibria, the distribution of ions of different 
valence in a Donnan system is governed by the relative activity of both inside and 
outside solutions. The distribution of monovalent and divalent cations between the 
colloid and the outside solution is generally given by the following equation: 
(M++ )I 
(M++)f 
where (M'); and (M+)o represent the acttvtty in the inside and outside solution, 
respectively, of the ion M'. From the square root relation, it follows that divalent 
ions will accumulate to a greater degree than monovalent ions in the phase with the 
higher activity. Furthermore, it follows that a relatively concentrated inside solu-
tion and a dilute outside solution would favor the adsorption of divalent ions20l. 
This is referred to as the "valence effect"19 l. Thus, when ion activity in soils is 
very low, this valence effect is larger, but diminishes with increased ion activity in 
the soil solution. 
On the basis of the Donnan theory described above, ELGABALY and WIKLAN-
DER 20lstudied the effect of the cation exchange capacity of the plant root on the uptake 
of Na and Ca from bentonite suspensions. Their results showed a higher Ca/Na 
ratio in the pea roots with the higher CEC and a lower ratio in barley roots with 
the lower CEC. They stated that these results were in good qualitative agreement 
with those expected according to the Donnan theory, and that the Donnan distribu-
tion or ions of different valence would tend to be reflected in the composition of the 
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plants. ELGABALY 22 land WIKLANDER 21 lhave applied the Donnan principle to ditler-
ential anion uptake by plant roots. They found that the roots with higher CEC 
absorbed a lower amount of cl-. These results were explained on the assumption 
that roots with higher negative charges may tend to repel to Cl--. 
YERVELDE's observations91 J on the surface potentials of plant roots showed that 
the ionic distribution across the exterior walls of the outer cells of the roots was in 
accordance with the laws of the Donnan equilibrium. He summarized his observa-
tion as follows: As the Donnan distribution may be regarded as adsorption, these 
observations confirm the idea that the f]rst step of ion uptake is an adsorption on to 
cell constituents. The adsorptive forces are not restricted to surface layers. There-
fore, though entire organs do not reach a state of equilibrium with the medium, the 
tendency to reach such an equilibrium is indicated from the occurrence of ionic 
compositions of plant roots or plant organs which are in agreement with the require-
ments of the Donnan theory. An example of this is to be seen in the preferential 
uptake of divalent ions by plant roots with high CEC contents. 
WALLACE and his associates 76 •77 •78 J, have reported a positive relationship 
between the root CEC and the plant content of Ca or K. HurrAKER and WALLACE4 ~l 
found that the K, Ca, and Mg contents of ditlerent plant species grown under similar 
conditions could be related in a majority of cases by CEC1/CEC 2 = Kz/K1 = (Ca1 + 
Mgi/Ca2 + Mg2)-l- where the subscripts l and 2 represent different species. 
HEINTZEnJ also reported positive relationships between CEC values and relative 
uptakes of mono- and divalent cation by plant species grown under controlled nutrient 
solutions. High CEC values were associated with low K/Ca ratios of plant tops or 
of the whole plant when comparisons were restricted to the same K level of the 
growing medium. 
WHITE, DRAKE and BAKER95 l reported the effect of induced changes on root CEC 
and Ca absorption from bentonite systems by excised barley roots. Calcium gains 
increased directly with N-induced increases in CEC of barley roots when the excised 
roots were reacted 24 hours with I 00 96 Ca saturated bentonite. The excised barley 
roots with high CEC gained more Ca than the low CEC roots from the 94 and 
I 00 96 Ca clay suspensions. 
Recently FRANKLIN 28 l studied the possible relations between the CEC of plant 
roots and the uptake of ions. In his study, plants were pretreated to alter the root 
CEC. The amounts of Ca and K absorbed by the excised roots after a one-hour 
uptake period in L0- 3 N chloride solution were displaced by a series of successive 
rinses, the pH ranging from 2 to 12. The results showed a significant linear correla-
tion between the total uptake of both Ca and K and the exchangeable ions which 
were not removed by the first acid rinse, but which were removed with subsequent 
rinses. 
McLEAN 66 l found no systematic relationship between root CEC (or per cent N) 
with the composition of Ca, Mg, P, K, and Na when various crops were grown in 
I/ 5 Hoagland solution. He explained that this might not be unexpected in specific 
media devoid of competing colloids where the Donnan effects are at a minimum. 
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euNNINGHAM and NIELSEN14) o1Iered evidence against relationship between root 
eEe and cation uptake by plants. Their experimental results on Italian rye grass 
showed that the differential uptake of mono-and divalent cations was not related to 
the root eEC. 
FRIED, NoGGLE, and HAGEN 29 ) applied steady-state analysis to the absorption 
of cations by excised barley roots. Their results indicated that ions were adsorbed 
and absorbed by specific ion binding compounds of the roots and that only negligible 
amounts of the cations tested were absorbed nonspecifically. 
W ALLACE 92 l introduced a concept of "effective" root eEe rather than total 
root eEe to explain the discrepancies in the effect of the root eEe on both the 
total cation absorption and on the ratio of divalent to monovalent cations in the 
plants. As one approach to this problem, he attempted to saturate the root eEe 
sites by pretreatment with cations not readily exchangeable and then to determine 
this effect on cation accumulation, but failed to produce any definite conclusion. 
LAGERWERFF and PEECH 52 l conducted experiments in which excised barley roots 
were exposed to solutions containing Rbel and eae]z, in different combinations of 
the activity ratio (Rb 1 )/(ea+~yt of the ionic strength. They concluded that ex-
change adsorption and metabolic accumulation of cations are two independent co-ex-
isting processes. A comparison of the calculated per cent saturation of the exchange 
sites with Rb+ and ea* with the amounts of these two cations absorbed by the roots, 
showed that the changes in the uptake of Rb+ by the roots reflected only a small 
fraction of the sharp changes in the per cent saturation of the exchange sites with 
Rb+, whereas the uptake of ea* reflected more nearly the slight changes in the 
percentage saturation of the exchange sites with ea*. They stated that the rate of 
accumulation of the two cations was not determined primarily by the relative 
amounts of these two cations adsorbed on the exchange sites. 
EPSTEIN and LEGGETT 25 l, in a study of the time course of absorption of Sr 89 by 
excised barley roots, distinguished between adsorption exchange and true accumula-
tion by the simple experiment of removing all exchangeable Sr89 at the end of each 
absorption interval by exposing the tissue to nonradioactive Sr. When this was 
done absorption proved a linear function of time from the beginning of the absorp-
tion period. Thus, while the adsorption-exchange reaction proceeds for at least half 
an hour, the accumulation rate is clearly independent of the saturation state of the 
adsorption-exchange sites. In the same experiment, however, they stated that 
cations exchangeably adsorbed on the exchange surfaces of the root, in the absence 
of an external reservoir of the ions in the solution, are absorbed very slowly by the 
active mechanism. In the absence of a reservoir of ions in the external solution, 
the exchange sites effectively competed with the carriers for the limited supply of 
ions. 
LATIES 53 l demonstrated in his review of salt transport that the root eEe has 
little or nothing to do with metabolic accumulation mechanism. 
Section 2. The Origin and Nature of Cation Exchange Sites of Plant Roots. 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, DEvAux 16 J noticed that plant 
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cellular walls and pectose of these cellular walls could fix an appreciable amount of 
cations in salt solutions. A prolonged washing with distilled water could not remove 
the cations that were fixed, but the immersion for a short time in a solution of ano-
ther cation released completely the cation from the cellular wall. His findings on 
the cation exchange phenomenon between plant roots and a salt solution led to his 
early hypothesis that the cation exchange reaction may play vital role in the 
nutrient uptake process. 
Although the plant component responsible for cation exchange reactions is not 
completely understood, several studies of this component have been reported. 
MATTSON and his co-workers63J have shown by staining-methods with methylene 
blue that the most active acidoids of the root are localized in the surface layer and 
most of all in the growing tip. It was also pointed out by them that the root aci-
doid content could be attributed to pectic substances, and that these can function as 
cation exchangers. WILLIAMS and CoLEMAN92J studied the cation exchange proper-
ties of plant root surfaces. They reported that the rapidity of the exchange reac-
tions between plant roots and salt solutions indicated the existence of a cation double 
layer associated with root surface and that the cation exchange phenomena did not 
depend directly upon root metabolism, since the same results were obtained at OoC 
and 25oC, with living roots, and with ether killed roots. 
More recently, using ether killed plant roots, KeELLER and DEUEL 48 ) were able 
to demonstrate that 70 to 90 per cent of their CEC was due to their pectic content. 
CROOKE and his associates 11 l studied the relationship between CEC and pectin con-
tent of leek roots. They found that the root CEC, pectin content, respiration and 
nitrogen content were highest at the root tip and decreased with increasing distance 
from the root tip. KNIGHT et al. 49 • so) estimated the uronic acid content of plant 
roots by a micro-decarboxylation method and chromatographically identified the 
extracted uronic acids. They concluded that CEC is, in general, accounted for by 
uronic acid content. These findings indicate that carboxylic groups of pectin may 
be some of the main acidic groups of plant roots. HEINTZE 37J studied the origin of 
the negative charges on root membranes by comparing the titration curves of plant 
roots. The buffer curves of root suspensions showed that at least some of the acidic 
groups of root surfaces are derived from carboxylic groups of pectic acids. This 
result is in accordance with the results which were shown by MEHLICH68 l for wheat 
and alfalfa by the same method as HEINTZE's. 
Section 3. The Effect of Nitrogen on the Root CEC37J. 
It has been reported that plant root CEC is affected by several factors: age of 
plant, metabolic activity of plant roots, and environmental circumstances in which 
plants are grown 35 • 37J. Among these factors, the effect of nitrogen on root CEC 
has been under relatively intensive investigation, because of the possibility that high 
CEC induced by high nitrogen level may cause differential uptake of mono- and 
divalent cations. 
McLEAN, ADAMS and FRANKLIN65 l investigated the relationships between the 
root CEC and the root nitrogen content of a number of agronomic crops grown in 
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gravel cultures to which I/5 Hoagland solution was applied. Some of these crops 
were grown at three different nitrogen levels in the culture media. The root CEC 
was determined by using electrodialysis. They found high correlation (r =0.866) 
between the CEC of plant roots and their nitrogen content. They stated that an 
increased level of nitrogen was generally accompanied by a corresponding increase 
in the nitrogen content and the CEC of the plant roots. 
SMITH and W ALLACE 77 l studied the influence of nitrogen fertilization on root 
CEC and their concomitant etTects on cation uptake by plants. Cucumbers and a 
fescue grass were grown in pot culture with a mixture of synthetic ion exchange 
resins, bentonite and sand for 140 days. Nitrogen was supplied at the rates of 4 and 
48 meq/pot (300g clay and 3,500g sand). The results showed nitrogen fertilization 
increased the root CEC of at least some plant species, and that the N influence on 
CEC of the roots was most marked on plants with a low root CEC. As a result of 
the nitrogen application, the following relationship was found between the root 
CEC and the cation content: 
where the subscripts I and 2 refer to two different species. They stated that these 
results indicated a possible nitrogenous nature of cation exchange sites and help to 
substantiate the inverse K and Ca ratio square relationships for explaining differen-
tial cation uptake by plants. Furthermore, this helps to explain nitrogen fertilizer 
influence on differential absorption by plants. The reports of the effect of nitrogen 
on root CEC and of the concomitant effect of differential cation uptake by plants 
have been made by several other investigators 18 · 35 • 37 • 95 l. 
On the other hand, it was also reported that higher application of nitrogen did 
not result in higher root CEC14 • 28 •43 • 93 l, CuNNINGHAM and NIELSEN14 l showed 
evidence against the reported relationship between root CEC and nitrogen applica-
tion. In their experiment, six levels each of N0 3-N or NHcN (0-500 ppm) were 
thoroughly mixed into the clay loam soil in which Italian ryegrass was grown from 
seed for 9 weeks. The experimental results showed that the root CEC was constant 
at different N levels and did not vary with increased nitrogen content in the grass. 
Since HEINTZE 37l found no close relationship between CEC of various species and 
the nitrogen content of their roots, he did not support the suggestion that cation ex-
change sites of roots are of a nitrogenous nature. Although there is no clear 
explanation as to the mechanism of the nitrogen effects on root CEC, increased ex-
change sites resulting from increased carboxyl groups and/or amino groups has been 
suggested 19 ). 
Section 4. The Methods to Measure the Root CEC. 
It is essential to estimate accurately the value of the CEC or roots in order to 
evaluate the function of cation exchange adsorption in the process of cation uptake. 
Many methods have been employed to estimate the root CEC 1•2• 10 •13 •17 •31 •34 •64,67,97l. 
They are mainly divided into two methods; estimating exchange acidity of roots 
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and exchange reactions between roots and salt solution. 
When the root CEC is determined by estimating the exchange acidity of the 
roots, the roots are saturated with hydrogen ions by electrodialysis or acid washing. 
The amount of the hydrogen ion replaced with salt solution is determined by poten-
tiometric titration with standard base solution. The method using electrodialysis is 
essentially the same as described by DRAKE et atY>. In this method, fresh roots 
were placed in Visking bags and electrodialysed at I 20 volts for 90 minutes. After 
dialysis, five grams of centrifuged roots were placed in a beaker containing 200 m/. 1 
N-KCl solution. The root-KCI system was titrated with KOH to pH 7.0 as measured 
by the glass electrode. A 5-minute interval was adopted as an arbitrary titration 
period. The root CEC of the dicotyledonaus plants investigated using this technique 
were roughly double the values for monocots. They stated that these fundamental 
difierences help to explain the relatively high content of divalent cations in plant 
materials of legumes and other dicots with high CEC roots. 
CROOKE 10) used an acid washing technique to measure root CEC. In this 
technique, 5 g of roots was placed twice in 400 m/. of 0.01 N-HCl for 5 minutes. 
After the acid washing and water rinse, the roots were placed in 200 m/. of N-KCl for 
titration. The roots-KCl system was titrated to pH 7.0 over a 5-minute period 
with 0.01 N-KOH. The amount of KOH consumed was expressed as the CEC value. 
CROOKE 13 l modified his fresh root acid-washing method to study dry roots. In this 
method, dried milled root material was washed with 0.01 N-HCl for 5 minutes and 
rinsed with water. The root-KCl suspension was titrated to pH 7.0 with 0.01 N-
KOH during the arbitrary five-minute titration time. He stated that this method 
was used successfully for measuring of higher and lower plants and gave values 
which correlated well with their uronic acid content. 
WILLISMS and CoLEMAN 97 l determined the CEC of roots by saturating them 
with Ba* or NH/ or H+ by means of a 10-second immersion in neutral salt or acid 
solution, followed by a 10-second immersion in a replacing solution. Their preli-
minary experiments involving varying times of contact between roots and saturating 
and replacing solutions showed that exchange capacities for a given set of roots were 
relatively constant as long as contact with the two solutions was of the order of 30 
seconds or less. With longer times of contact, the amount of ions taken up and 
released became larger. An exchange procedure was also developed by BARTLETT 1l 
for the simultaneous measurement of cation- and anion-exchange capacities of roots, 
using an unbuiiered salt solution. In this method, intact roots were immersed with 
agitation for 5 minutes in 50 m!. of 0.2 N-NaCl, and then rinsed five separate times 
in about 50 m/. distilled water. The sodium absorbed by the roots was replaced by 
placing the roots for I minute with agitation in 25 m/. N-HN03 . The amount of 
sodium replaced was expressed as the root CEC. He stated that the procedure has 
the advantage of not requiring (a) titration involving an arbitrary end point or (b) 
electrodialysis or prewashing in acid solution, both of which affect the measured 
CEC of roots. 
BELL and WALKER 2 l studied the relationship between the measurement of CEC 
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on surface area-basis and a dry weight-basis. Cation exchange values which were 
determined by the standard base titration of the electrodialyzed roots were found to 
have a straight line relationship with surface area when only surface exchange was 
measured. 
CHAPTER IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Section 1. Plant Materials. 
In all experiments, excised roots of Erie barley were used and prepared essen-
tially as described by JACOBSON et a/. 47 ). Fifty grams of seed were activated and 
sterilized with 7 5 m/. of I 0 per cent H202 for 20 minutes. After the H 20 2 treat-
ment, the seeds were rinsed with distilled water and soaked 24 hours in I .5 liters of 
distilled water with continuous aeration. The seeds were then thoroughly washed 
with distilled water and evenly distributed on two sheets of cheesecloth supported 
by a nylon screen. The end of the cheesecloth was dipped into the nutrient solu-
tion. The seedlings were grown in the dark using a dilute nutrient solution con-
sisting of 0.1 m mole/liter each of Ca (N03)2, MgS04, and KH2P04. The composi-
tion of the nutrient solution was subjected to certain treatments to meet the special 
requirements to be described briefly under each experiment. The nutrient solution 
was gently aerated. Three days after transferring the seed to the nylon screen, the 
seedlings were rinsed with distilled water and the nutrient solution was renewed. 
Two days after the renewal of the nutrient solution, it was replaced with distilled 
water and 24 hours later, the roots were excised just below the seed. 
Section 2. Condition of Cation Absorption Experiments. 
The excised roots were washed twice with distilled water and the adhering water 
was removed by pressing soft tissue paper to the roots. A ratio of one gram of root 
material to 500 m/. of solution was employed in the absorption experiments, normally 
conducted at 24°C. 
Uptake of cations was studied under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions of 
solution. The aerobic conditions of the solution were provided by gentle aeration 
and anaerobic conditions were provided by gently bubbling N 2 gas before and during 
the uptake experiment. The N 2 gas was first passed through 3 per cent alkaline 
pyrogallol solution to remove contaminating 0 2 and then was washed with distilled 
water before bubbling in the absorption solution. Before the uptake experiments, 
the N 2 gas was bubbled for 90- I 20 minutes to lower the 0 2 partial pressure in the 
solution to 0.2-0. 3%. The oxygen concentration of the solution was measured 
using a Beckman Laboratory Oxygen Analyzer, Model 777. The mouth of the solu-
tion container, 500 m/. erlenmeyer flask, was covered with two sheets of polyethylene 
film in order to lower efficiently the 0 2 partial pressure in the solution. 
Section 3. Determination of Cation Content of the Sample. 
After the cation uptake experiments, the excised roots were washed six times 
with 50 m/. of distilled water, dried first at 90°C. for 60 minutes and then at 75°C. 
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m an oven overnight. The weighed dry root materials were ashed at 500°C. in a 
muffie furnace. The ashes were dissolved into 2 m!. of 1: I HN03 solutions which 
were diluted to proper concentrations of cation contents. The cations studied were 
determined using a Perkin Elmer Model 214 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer. 
When Ba or Rb was determined, l ,000 ppm of K was added to the solution to 
eliminate the effect of other alkaline cations. In the case of Ba, the acetylene-N 20 
flame was used15·90J. For other cations, the acetylene-air tlame was used. 
CHAPTER V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Section 1. Study on the Root CEC Assay. 
Much confusion exists in the role of root CEC on the cation absorption process 
and on the effect of the environmental factors on the root CEC. This confusion can 
be partially explained by the methodology of the root CEC assay. Although many 
methods to determine the root CEC have been proposed, the values of the root CEC 
obtained by different methods are not always the same for the same plants while 
remaining consistent within themselves1· 13· 37J. In spite of the necessity of accurately 
determining the root CEC in these studies, it is very difficult to decide which method 
is most accurate. 
Those methods proposed are roughly divided into two groups. One group is 
based on the estimation of exchange acidity of the roots which are saturated with 
hydrogen ions by electrodialysis or acid washing. The other is a method to use 
direct exchange reactions between roots and a salt solution. Although the electro-
dialysis method has been intensively employed in the studies of the root CEC, this 
method is a drastic process and is open to some criticism on the grounds that bases 
and organic materials of the roots may be released from the interior of the roots1·13 J. 
BARTLETT1J studied the effect of electrodialysis on the root CEC value which was 
measured by his Na exchange method. He found that electrodialysis removed amino 
acids and other organic compounds from the roots and abruptly increased the mea-
sured CEC, the increases in the CEC being closely correlated to the severity of the 
treatment. 
The acid washing method proposed by CROOKE 10·13J appeared not to seriously 
injure the roots and gave values which were well correlated to the uronic acid con-
tent13l. The acid washing method is based on the assumptions that the plant roots 
are almost completely saturated with H+ by the acid washing and that the H+ 
adsorbed is almost completely replaced by a salt solution, such as N-KCl. How-
ever, there is room for doubt in whether these assumptions are correct. Plant roots 
usually contain much larger amounts of cations than the root CEC values reported. 
Therefore, it may become difficult to saturate the root exchange sites with H+ if 
acid washing causes cation leakage from the inside of the root cells. Moreover, it 
has been reported that cation exchange between a salt solution and exchange sites 
lasted about half an hour54J. If a short period of acid washing is employed to avoid 
cation leakage, the roots will not be saturated with H+. From the standpoint of the 
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information mentioned above, an experiment was conducted to study whether acid 
washing of the roots causes cation leakage from the interior of the root cells. Five 
grams of the excised barley roots obtained as described above were mixed with 500 
m!. of various concentration of HCl for 5 minutes and then rinsed with 300 m!. of 
distilled water. The acid washing and rinsing procedures were repeated with new 
solution. This acid washing technique is essentially the same as the one proposed 
by CROOKE 10 l. The amounts of K, Ca and Mg lost into the acid and water and 
remaining in the roots were determined. The results are reported in Table I. 
Table I. Successive cation losses from the excised barley roots by acid 
washing with HCI. 
Cone The amounts of cations removed* I The amount* of 
of. ·~-- -·-·--·-- w1satsahci.indg*~* __ ·l~------ 2wnadshal_cnigd~~--------~~ cations remained HCl~--~=-~tion____ ______ _ __ _ ___ -~~·n~t~h~e~ro~o~t~s _ 
K ~~ ~~ 
10 2 Ca I. 27 I. 49 
10-3 
10 ' 
11g 5.26 7.90 
K 
Ca 
11g 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
K 
Ca 
11g 
2.24 
0. 71 
3.00 
0. 77 
0.52 
2.24 
0.43 
0.26 
0.10 
3. 12 
0.60 
I. 85 
0. 74 
0.29 
I. 20 
0.27 
0. 15 
0. 79 
21.54 
4. 15 
39.37 
31. 91 
5. 71 
45.21 
35. 76 
6. 10 
46. 71 
37.22 
6.56 
49. 75 
------~- ---··--------
* meq/ 100g dry roots, mean of three values. 
** 5 minute-acid washing and 5 minute-rinse with distilled water. 
When I o- 2 N-HCI was employed to rinse the roots, the resulting solutions con-
tained about 30 meq/ lOOg dry roots. This value is much higher than the reported 
value of the root CEC. Therefore, this result indicates that not only cations on the 
exchange sites but also cations in the root cells are removed by the acid washing 
procedure. The amounts of cations removed by the acidic rinsings decreased with 
decreasing concentrations of HCI. When lower concentrations of acid are employed, 
it may be difficult to sufficiently remove the cations on the exchange sites. More-
over, almost equal amounts of cations were removed by the first acid washing and 
water rinse as were removed by the second treatment. This result indicates that the 
cation removal by this treatment is continuously taking place, and that such a con-
tinuous leakage of cations disturbs the root exchange sites that are to be saturated 
with H+ by the acid washings. 
CROOKE10 l adopted this method of 10- 2 N-HCl washing to saturate the roots 
with H+ because these treatments gave comparable values with those obtained by 
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electrodialysis. However, the results in Table I indicate that any procedure of acid 
washing of the roots is unable to completely saturate the roots with H+. 
Even though electrodialysis or acid washing were able to completely saturate 
the roots with H~, another problem arises from the titration of such a H+ -saturated 
root with standard base. Some investigators pointed out that the titration involves 
an arbitrary end point1 · 13 •17 •37 ). Similar results were obtained in this study (Fig. 1). 
The dried and milled barley roots were treated with I o- 2 N-HCI in the same manner 
as described by Crooke13). The root-KCl suspension was titrated with 0.0 I N-KOH 
to restore and maintain the pH at 7.0 for a 5-minute titration period. As an acidic 
drift was observed after the titration, the titration was repeated 15 minutes after the 
first titration until no more acidic drift was observed. The amount of 0.0 I N-KOH 
required for each titration was plotted as a function of time (Fig. I). The acidic 
drift continued as long as 3 hours. The total amount of 0.0 l N-KOH required to 
maintain the dry roots-KCI suspension at pH 7.0 for 5 minutes without more acidic 
drift was twice as much as the value for the first 5-minute titration period, expressed 
as the root CEC. 
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Fig. 1. Titration curve of the HCI-washed roots- IN-KC! 
suspension with 0.01 N-KOH. 
As this titration was done without eliminating the effect of atomospheric C02 
on the suspension, C02 may be partially responsible for the acidic drift. With fresh 
living roots an acidic drift has been observed due to metabolic uptake of K and the 
conquest leakage of H+ 13), and the release of H+ following enzymatic breakdown of 
pectin to pectic acid and methanol 37). CROOKE 13) stated that the acidic drift in the 
titration of dried, milled root material is much smaller and is due simply to diffusion 
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of H+ from the interior of this material. However, Figure 1 shows that a res-
pectable degree of acid drift took place in the titration of dried and milled root 
material. The results obtained in this study indicate that an estimation of the aci-
dity of "hydrogen ion saturated roots" can not give a quantitatively accurate value 
for the root CEC, although it may represent the relative value of the root CEC. 
Another group of methods to determine the root CEC is based on the direct 
exchange reaction between the roots and a salt solution. The amount of the cation 
adsorbed by the roots is expressed as the root CEC. Many modifications of this 
method have been reportedl.28· 43 ·67 ·97>. BARTLETT 1> recently developed an exchange 
procedure for the simultaneous measurement of the cation and anion exchange 
capacities of roots, using 0.2 N-NaCl solution. In this method, intact roots were 
immersed with agitation for 5 minutes in 50 m!. of 0.2 N-NaCl, and then rinsed five 
separate times with about 50m/. distilled water. The sodium absorbed by the roots 
was removed by agitating them for 1 minute with 25 m!. N-HN03 . The amount of 
sodium removed was expressed as the root CEC. It is generally accepted that the 
cation exchange reaction itself is completed very rapidly on the surface of clays and 
synthetic exchange resin particles. Although the locus of the cation exchange sites 
in the roots is in or on the cell walls 53 >, the structure of the cell walls appears com-
plicated enough to require much longer times for the completion of the cation ex-
change reaction. EPSTEIN and LEGGETT 25> found that Sr* exchange between nonradio-
active SrC12 and radioactive Sr* on the barley root exchange sites lasted for half an 
hour. This result indicates that the short exchange period of 5 minutes suggested 
by BARTLETT 1> will be unable to complete the exchange reaction between the salt 
solution and cations adsorbed on the root exchange sites. 
In order to study the cation exchange reaction as a function of time, the follow-
ing experiment was conducted. Excised barley roots (2 g fresh weight) were mixed 
with 500 m!. of 0.1 N-NaCl solution for 5 to 60 minutes. This mixture was aerated 
gently during the absorption period. A second identical mixture was bubbled with 
N 2 gas before and during the absorption period. The 0 2 partial pressure of the 
solution bubbled with air or N 2 gas was found as 17.5 and 0.396, respectively, at the 
beginning of the experiment. The N 2 gas employed to prevent the metabolic absorp-
tion of Na by the roots. The effects of the anaerobic condition on the cation 
uptake will be discussed in detail later. 
Although the barley seedlings were grown without Na in the nutrient solution, 
the roots contained about 5 meq/lOOg dry roots. The amount of Na absorbed by 
the roots under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions was plotted against time 
(Fig. 2). Sodium absorption under the aerobic condition increased rapidly with 
time, but the increase of Na absorption under anaerobic conditions was slower and 
stopped within 30 minutes. As will be explained later, metabolic uptake is almost 
completely eliminated under anaerobic conditions. Therefore, the Na uptake under 
anaerobic conditions represents the non-metabolic absorption of Na and the difference 
between Na absorption under the N 2 gas and under aeration represents metabolic 
absorption which increases linearly with time. If Na absorption under anaerobic 
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conditions is largely exchange adsorption as discussed later, it indicates that it takes 
30 minutes to complete the Na exchange between the roots and NaCl solution. This 
is in agreement with EPSTEIN and LEGGETT 25 >. Therefore it is obvious that the 5-
minute exchange period proposed by BARTLETT 1> is too short to complete the ex-
change reaction. 
During the first five minutes, the roots absorbed 4.8 meq of Na per 100 g dry 
root basis under the aerobic condition and 2.6 meq of Na under the anaerobic condi-
tion. At least 2.2 meq of Na was metabolically absorbed during the exchange 
period. Since almost all of the Na in the roots is easily extracted by nitric acid, the 
CEC values obtained by Bartlett's method include not only exchangeable Na, but 
also Na which originated from the seeds and absorbed metabolically. Therefore, it 
is impossible to get an exact value of the root CEC using Bartlett's method. The 
result in Figure 2 also indicates that the following conditions must be provided for 
the quantitative measurement of the root CEC by a direct exchange method. First, 
a proper exchange period must be provided. Second, the cations which are not 
normally contained in the roots must be employed as exchange cations to avoid ca-
tion leakage from within the root cells. Third, metabolic absorption causing errone-
ous high values of CEC must be eliminated. 
Section 2. Cation Absorption under Anaerobic Conditions. 
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In the Section I, it was concluded that metabolic absorption must be eliminated 
in order to measure accurately root CEC using a direct exchange method. As 
metabolic absorption of cations is greatly dependent on the root metabolism, especi-
ally oxidative metabolism, metabolic absorption is largely prevented by anaerobic 
conditions, low temperature, or a metabolic inhibitor. These techniques are com-
monly employed to distinguish non-metabolic from metabolic absorption. Among 
them dinitrophenol (ONP) and other metabolic inhibitors have been extensively 
used in the study of cation absorption by roots. It was shown, however, in my 
preliminary work, that pretreatment of barley roots by ON P resulted in the removal 
of an appreciable amount of cations from these roots. This appears reasonable because 
relatively low pH, pH 4-5, must be provided for ON P to work effectively80 >. Other 
metabolic inhibitors which contain cation in the molecule were excluded from this 
consideration in order to avoid the concomitant effect of the cation on cation absorp-
tion. Therefore, efforts were concentrated to characterize cation absorption under 
anaerobic conditions and to determine whether a drastic reduction of 0 2 in an 
exchange solution can completely eliminate metabolic absorption. 
Earlier studies by HoAGLAND38 •39 >, STEWARD81 •82 •83 •84>, and others on the effect 
of oxygen on ion accumulation revealed that oxygen concentrations which limit 
respiration are also those which limit ion absorption, and that aerobic and not 
anaerobic metabolic processes are related to ion accumulation. Extensive investiga-
tions on ion absorption by excised roots and tissue disks have confirmed general 
dependence of respiration and ion accumulation on aerobic metabolism. The ex-
perimental results in Figure 2 also show that Na absorption is drastically reduced 
by anaerobic conditions. A question arises, however, as to whether metabolic 
absorption is completely eliminated under such anaerobic conditions, and what is 
the nature of the absorption under anaerobic conditions. Moreover, it has been 
reported that the degree of response of individual cations to anaerobic conditions is 
not always the same. LETEY et al. 55 • 56 • 57 • 58 ) applied varied soil oxygen level treat-
ments to plant roots and found that the Na content of the plants increased with 
decreasing 0 2 , while K and P content decreased with decreasing 0 2 • From these 
observations, they suggested that the normal relative exclusion of Na from the 
shoots of these plants is due to an oxygen-requiring metabolic mechanism. Similar 
results were obtained by JACKSON and AoAMS44 >. Their experimental results showed 
that K absorption from 10- 5 M-KCl by excised barley roots was reduced to one-
third of the absorption by the aerated roots under 1% oxygen level in the solution. 
On the other hand, Na absorption was not inhibited by such a low 0 2 level. How-
ever, 1 o- 4 N-ONP depressed both K and Na absorption, indicating that the absorp-
tion of both cations is dependent on respiratory metabolism. The experimental data 
in Figure 2 clearly shows that Na absorption by excised barley roots under such a 
low oxygen level as 0.3% in the solution ended within 30 minutes. This result is 
in agreement with EPSTEIN and HAGEN 23 >, who reported that aerated excised barley 
roots absorbed three or four times as much Na as the N 2 gas-bubbled roots. The 
difference in the effect of anaerobic conditions on Na absorption may be explained 
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by a small difference in 0 2 concentration in the medium. From these results men-
tioned, it is obvious that individual cation absorption differs in sensitivity to anaero-
bic conditions. Therefore, considerable caution was taken to keep a low 0 2 level 
(0.39-6) in the solution of this study as was described above. 
The time course of Li absorption over 60 minutes under both aeration and N 2 
gas bubbling is shown in Figure 3. The mode of Li absorption was similar to Na 
absorption. The rapid Li absorption under N 2 ended within 30 minutes and was 
followed by subsequent gradual absorption. The estimated metabolic uptake of Li 
increases almost linearly with time. 
o-() AIR 
o---o N2 
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ABSORPTION 
TIME, min. 
Fig. 3. Time course of Li absorption by excised barley roots 
from I0- 1 N-LiCI. 
As discussed previously, metabolic ion absorption is dependent upon tempera-
ture, as well as aerobic conditions. Therefore, if the metabolic process is involved 
in Li absorption under anaerobic conditions, low temperature must result in lower 
absorption of Li. The effect of temperature and oxygen on Li absorption from 0.1 
N-LiCl is shown in Table 2. Low temperature (0.5°C) markedly reduced Li absorp-
tion by aerated roots, but the effect of low temperature on Li absorption by N 2-
Table 2. The effect of 0, and temperature on Li absorption from 0. 1 N-LiCl 
Temperature, 'C. 0.5 20.5 
0 2 partial pressure, % 0.2 17.5 0.2 17.5 
Li-absorption, meq(100g dry roots 10.03 10.83 10.60 15.68 
Absorption period: 60 minutes 
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bubbled roots was slight. Moreover, either low temperature or anaerobic conditions 
or both resulted in a very similar amount of Li absorption. The insensitivity of Li 
absorption by N 2-bubbled roots at low temperature indicates that metabolic absorp-
tion was almost completely eliminated under anaerobic conditions. 
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Fig. 4. Li absorption under anaerobic conditions as a function 
of LiCI concentration. 
Figure 4 shows Li absorption by barley roots under anaerobic conditions as a 
function of time and of the concentration of LiCl solution. Li absorption increased 
with time and with increasing concentration of Li. For each Li concentration, the 
first rapid Li absorption which ended within 30 minutes was followed by gradual 
and linear increases in Li absorption. The slope of the steady-state Li absorption 
became steeper as the Li concentration increased from 10- 3 to 10- 1 N. This may 
be the result of one or more of the following processes: a) cation exchange adsorp-
tion, b) diffusion, and c) metabolic absorption which is not prevented by anaerobic 
conditions. 
When the concepts of WFS and DFS are introduced, the mode of cation absorp-
tion may be explained as follows 4• 53 ): cations in the external solution enter in 
accordance with diffusion expectations into the WFS which in essence constitutes an 
extension of the environment. Penetration of cations to the sites of exchange 
adsorption occurs by free difiusion through the free space. Then, the cation may 
be actively transported inside of the cell across permeation barriers from either the 
WFS or the DFS or both. In this study, the treated roots were rinsed six times with 
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about 50 m!. of aliquots of distilled water immediately after the absorption period. 
Because the last rinsing water did not indicate et- when it was detected by 1 96 
AgN03, it is reasonable that almost all cations in the WFS would be removed by 
these successive rinses. It was also demonstrated that metabolic absorption by N 2 -
bubbled roots during 60 minutes was negligible (Table 2). From these considera-
tions, it is concluded that at least the initial rapid cation absorption by N 2-bubbled 
roots is primarily the result of cation exchange adsorption between cations in the 
external solution and cations on the exchange sites in the DFS. 
Further attempts were made to elucidate the prolonged and gradual cation 
absorption by N 2-bubbled roots. BRIGGS et al. 4 ) reported an analogous instance; the 
exchange between inactive Rh-saturated beet disks and 1 meq/l. of Rb86 in the ex-
ternal solution at low temperature has at least two phases. One phase was about 
90 96 completed in 40 minutes and was nearly completed in about 90 minutes. The 
other phase which has a very much slower exchange lasted more than 20 hours. 
However, they did not mention any definite evidence that the slow Rb absorption 
was due to slow exchange. The second stage of the Li absorption will be explained 
by one or more of the following mechanisms: a) Metabolic absorption which is not 
prevented by the anaerobic condition. b) Slow diffusion of cations across permea-
tion barriers. c) Slow exchange between cations in external solution and cations 
bound tightly to the exchange sites in the DFS or inside the permeation barrier. 
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Figure 5 shows the effect of temperature (0.5 vs. 23.5"C) on Li absorption over 
300 minutes. Both anaerobic conditions and low temperature resulted in a great 
reduction of Li absorption. Although the difference between Li absorption by N 2~ 
bubbled roots at 0.5°C and 23.5°C is slight, the excised barley roots absorbed even 
larger amounts of Li under low than high temperature after a 60~minute absorption 
period. These results indicate again that metabolic absorption under anaerobic con-
ditions is almost negligible, and also that the subsequent gradual absorption after the 
rapid absorption is of a non-metabolic nature. 
Absorption of Ba, Sr, Rb and Li from 10- 3 N single chloride solution under 
anaerobic conditions is shown in Figure 6. One of the striking characteristics of 
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Fig. 6. Cation absorption under anaerobic conditions. 
these cation absorptions is that the four di1Ierent cations showed quite similar absorp-
tion patterns. The major difference among them occurred in the initial 60 minutes 
and the amount of cation absorption was in the order of lyotropic series. This 
result is analogous to the results obtained by EPsTEIN and LEGGETT 25l, who showed 
that exchangeable Sr was replaced by other cations in the order of lyotropic series. 
Straightforward ion exchange is controlled primarily by the valence and the position 
in the lyotropic series of the exchanging ions, therefore these results indicate again 
that the first rapid absorption is mainly due to exchange adsorption. 
According to EPSTEIN and his associates23 • 24•25 l, competition among ions for 
combination with ion carriers is characterized by considerable ion specificity. If 
this metabolic absorption process is involved in cation absorption under anaerobic 
conditions, cationic specificity must be reflected in the absorption under N 2 gas. It 
is clearly shown in Figure 7 that such a specificity is not reflected in Rb and Sr 
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absorption from l0- 3 N single chloride solution under anaerobic conditions. There-
fore, from these data it may be postulated that the site of the carrier molecule is not 
involved in the exchange adsorption site in the DFS. 
It is noteworthy that N 2 -bubbled roots absorbed slightly higher amounts of Sr 
than aerated roots. Although no statistical analysis was applied on these data, it 
appears reasonable to conclude that Sr absorption by excised barley roots is mainly 
non-metabolic or independent of aerobic metabolism. This result is very comparable 
to MooRE and his associates' report69 l on the behavior of Ca. They concluded that 
Ca absorption by excised barley roots is largely non-metabolic, because of the insensi-
tivity of theCa absorption to low temperature and DNP. 
The data described above indicate that metabolic absorption is excluded under 
anaerobic conditions. However, the question of the nature of such a non-metabolic 
absorption, exchange adsorption or diffusion, remains unsolved. This question is 
related, to a great extent, to the following questions: Where is the location of the 
permeation barriers and what is the degree of permeability of the barriers'? Also, to 
what extent is exchange across the permeation barrier possible'? This subject is 
thoroughly reviewed by LA TIES 53J. Although no further attempt to distinguish ex-
change adsorption and di!Iusion during the prolonged absorption period was made, 
an indication may be given by the following consideration. If difl'usion is the rate-
limiting process in the cation absorption, the entry of a certain cation will not be 
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affected by the presence of another cation at low concentrations. However, if the 
presence of sites on which exchange adsorption occurs is the controlling factor, 
interionic competition is to be expected. 
On the basis of the idea mentioned above, some evidence has been reported that 
cationic entry by diffusion is very smaW 4•87l. Figure 8 shows the e1Iect of Sr and 
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Fig. 8. Effect of anaerobic conditions and to-• N-SrCI2 on 
Rb absorption from to-• N-RbCI. 
oxygen on Rb absorption from 10- 3 N-RbCI. Rubidium absorption by N 2-bubbled 
roots in the presence of Sr is very small. This result is in agreement with RussELL 74l 
and TADANo87l, and indicates that metabolic absorption of Rh is inhibited by anaero-
bic conditions and that Rb exchange adsorption is interfered by Sr. Even though 
Rb absorption by N 2-bubbled roots in the presence of Sr involved the absorption by 
diffusion, the absorption by diffusion will be very small. These results lead to the 
conclusion that cation absorption by N 2-bubbled roots from dilute solution is ex-
clusively due to exchange adsorption. The reduction of Rb absorption by Sr took 
place at almost the same degree under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions. These 
results indicate that regardless of the 0 2 concentration, Sr occupied exchange sites 
which were occupied by Rb in the absence of Sr. The relationship between mono-
and divalent cations on the exchange sites is best explained by "valence effect" 
which will be discussed in detail later. 
It was briefly discussed previously that individual cations may differ in sensiti-
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vity to anaerobic conditions. The responses of Na, Li and Rb to anaerobic condi-
tions were essentially the same (Figs. 2, 3 and 6) and the absorption of these cations 
by N 2-bubbled roots was found to be mainly by exchange adsorption. However, 
the behavior of Sr under anaerobic conditions is different from the other cations, 
because the anaerobic condition was favorable for only a very small extent of Sr 
absorption (Fig. 7). HANDLEY et al. 33 ) reported that uptake of Sr is a non-metabolic 
process in the meristematic portion of the root tip of corn plants and that this Sr 
absorption was markedly increased under anaerobic conditions. They explained this 
phenomenon in that the permeation barrier for Sr is metabolically maintained and 
is readily destroyed by anaerobiosis, permitting larger amounts of Sr to enter the 
tissue. It is suggested that under anaerobic conditions, destruction of the permeation 
barrier for Sr may have caused a slight increase of Sr absorption by N 2-bubbled 
roots. 
The eliect of oxygen and KCl on Ca absorption from 10- 3 N-CaC]z or 10- 3 
N-CaC12 and -KCl mixed solution is shown in Figure 9 where Ca absorption over 
the native Ca content, 4. I 9 meq/ I 00 g dry roots, was plotted against time. The 
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Ca absorption from w-a N-CaCI2• 
amount of Ca absorbed under aerobic conditions increased with time, while the Ca 
absorbed under anaerobic conditions reached a maximum whithin 60 minutes and 
then gradually decreased. The depressing effect of KC! on Ca absorption by aerated 
roots is obvious, while the effect is not clear under the anaerobic condition. If the 
destruction of permeation barriers by anaerobiosis permitted larger amounts of Ca 
to enter the tissue, as suggested by HANDLEY et al. 33 l for Sr absorption by corn roots, 
it appears very difficult to explain why the gradual decrease of Ca took place after 
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the initial 60-minute absorption. HANDLEY et al. 32 •33) reported that CaC12 and SrClz 
stimulated the respiration of corn roots. Although MoORE et a/. 69 ) concluded that 
Ca absorption by excised barley roots is largely non-metabolic, the behavior of Sr 
and Ca under anaerobic conditions may be best explained in relation to anaerobic 
metabolism of the roots. 
The behavior of K under aerobic and anaerobic conditions is contrasted with 
Ca (Fig. 10). The amounts of K absorption over and desorption from the native K 
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on K content of the excised barley roots. 
content of the roots, 30.76 meq/1. was plotted against time. Potassium absorption 
by aerated roots from 10- 3 N-KCl and 10- 3 N-CaCl 2 mixed solution was similar to 
Rh absorption from 10- 3 N-RbCl and 10- 3 N-SrC12 mixed solution (Fig. 8). 
However, K desorption took place regardless of the presence of K under the anaerobic 
condition. On the other hand, the aerated roots did not lose K into the CaC]z solu-
tion. These results indicate great dependence of K absorption on aerobic metabolism. 
Although no further attempts to elucidate these phenomena were made, it appears 
that the interaction between the native cations in the roots and those in the external 
solution must be taken into consideration in order to study the behavior of cations 
under anaerobic conditions. 
The etTect of anaerobic conditions on cation absorption by excised barley roots 
was discussed in the previous paragraph. It will be necessary to examine the effect 
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of the anaerobic condition on the cation absorbing capacity of the roots themselves. 
A simple experiment was conducted to determine whether the roots lose their cation 
absorbing capacity under anaerobic conditions. The first and second set of the roots 
were allowed to absorb Rb from ro- 3 N-RbCl under aerobic and anaerobic condi-
tions, respectively. The third set of the roots was exposed to 10- 3 N-RbCI solution 
under anaerobic conditions for 60 minutes and then transferred to the aerated 10- 3 
N RbCI solution. The results shown in Figure 11 clearly demonstrate that me-
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Pig. 11. Effect of anaerobic conditions on the roots' ability 
to absorb Rb. 
tabolic absorption of Rb is completely recovered by the aerobic condition. From 
this result, it is concluded that the anaerobic condition for a period of at least 60 
minutes has no effect on the Rh-absorbing capacity of the roots. 
Section 3. Proposal of a New Method to Determine the Root CEC and the Effect 
of Nitrogen on the Root CEC. 
It was pointed out in the studies of the methodology of the root CEC assay that 
the following conditions must be provided for the quantitative measurement of the 
root CEC by a direct exchange method. First, a proper exchange period must be 
provided. Second, cations which are not normally contained in the roots must be 
employed as an exchange-cation. Third, metabolic absorption must be eliminated. 
It was indicated in the subsequent studies on the characterization of cation absorp-
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tion by excised barley roots under anaerobic conditions that Li absorption from 10- 1 
N-LiCl under anaerobic conditions is exclusively cation exchange adsorption which 
is completed in about 30 minutes. Because Li is not contained in the roots, a 
technique using Li as an exchange cation under anaerobic conditions to prevent 
metabolic absorption for a 30-minute exchange period with enough rinses with dis-
tilled water to remove a diffusible portion of cation appears to be able to satisfy the 
requirements for the quantitative measurements of the root CEC by a direct exchange 
method. From the considerations described above, a new method was developed to 
determine more exactly the root CEC. The procedure of the method is described as 
follows: 
I) 
2) 
Two grams of fresh excised roots were immersed for 30 minutes in 250 m/. 
of 0. l N-LiCl solution in which N 2 gas was bubbling (02 96 in the solu-
tion should be less than 0.3% at the beginning of the treatment). 
The roots were transferred to a small funnel and then rinsed with distilled 
water immediately after the exchange period until the rinse was free of 
Cl-. The presence of Cl- in the rinse was examined by the 1% AgN03 
test. Six 50 m!. aliquot rinses with distilled water are usually adequate. 
3) The roots were dried at 90uC for 30 minutes and then at 75oC in an oven 
overnight. 
4) The dried roots were weighed and then ashed at 500' C for three hours in 
a muffle furnace. The cooled ashes were wet with a drop of distilled wa-
ter and dissolved into 2 m!. of I : I HN03 • The nitric acid solution was 
gently warmed for 20 minutes on a hot plate. 
5) Lithium content of the nitric acid solution which were properly diluted 
were measured using the Perkin Elmer Atomic Absorption Spectrophoto-
meter. 
6) The content of Li of the roots was expressed as the root CEC in meq/ 1 00 g 
dry weight. 
A comparison of the root CEC values measured for barley roots by this Li-
exchange method with the ones measured by three other methods for the same roots 
is shown in Table 3. As predicted previously, the acid washing method proposed 
Table 3. Comparison of four methods for root CEC determination of barley roots. 
Method 
Electrodialysis method 
Acid washing method proposed by Crooke (13) 
Na-exchange method proposed by Bartlett (I) 
Li-exchange method 
* After White, Drake and Baker95 ) 
---------- ROot CEC, ----------
meqj]OOg dry roots 
--- ----- ----·---- -·-~ 
12. 7* 
7.9 
27.6 
12.8 
by CROOKE 13) and the Na exchange method proposed by BARTLETT 1) gave lower and 
higher values, respectively. Although the electrodialysis gave a similar value, this 
is a complex result of the positive error by the drastic electrodialysis treatment and 
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the negative error by the arbitrary titration period. 
The opinions of the etiects of nitrogen level on the root CEC is not always 
consistent. Although there has been reported many instances where higher nitrogen 
level in the medium resulted in the higher root CEC, some investigators have report-
ed that there was no relation between the root CEC and nitrogen level in the me-
dium. 
The discrepancy of these results may be partially explained by the methodology 
of the root CEC assay and by growth conditions other than nitrogen level in the 
medium. An experiment was conducted to measure the effect of nutrient nitrogen 
on the root CEC of barley roots. The nitrogen level in the nutrient solutions was 
varied from 0 to 5 mM of NH4 N03 . The other nutrients, 0.1 mM of CaS04 , MgS04 
and KH2 P04 , were the same at each nitrogen level. The CEC of the roots obtained 
from these seedlings was measured by the Li-exchange method described above. 
The result, given in Figure 12, shows that N level up to 2.5 mM of N H4 N03 in-
creased the root CEC. 
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Fig. 12. Effect of N-level in the nutrient solution on the 
CEC of barley roots. 
Section 4. Function of the Root CEC in Cation Absorption Process. 
There is considerable diversity of opinion on the function of cation adsorption 
in the cation accumulation process. LATIES53 l concluded that exchange adsorption 
was not related to accumulation, a view that was shared by EPSTEIN 27 l and 
LAGERWERFF and PEECH 52l. There is, however, a long-standing view that the root 
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CEC system is related to the mineral composition of the plants. CROOKE and 
KNIGHT 12) have evaluated published data on the mineral composition of plants in 
the light of the root CEC and concluded that CEC of the roots is positively correla-
ted with the content in the tops of (a) the total cations, (b) the ash, (c) the excess 
base, and (d) the total elements. BROWN 5) argues that too much evidence exists show-
ing interactions involving soil colloids, cation exchange in roots, and nutrient 
elements to dismiss the root CEC as having no inf1uence on the nutrient status of 
plants. 
In order to prove that cation exchange adsorption is a predominant process in 
the cation absorption by plant roots and results in diJTerential accumulation of mono-
valent and divalent cation, at least two assumptions must be satisfied. One is the 
assumption that cation exchange adsorption on the roots satisfies the Donnan expecta-
tion and the other is that cation exchange adsorption is a rate-limiting step of cation 
accumulation. From the standpoint mentioned above, this study was conducted to 
evaluate the function of the root CEC in cation absorption process. 
The first interest of this study is to clarify the relationship between the ionic 
composition of the external solution and the relative amounts of the different cations 
adsorbed on the exchange sites in the DFS of the roots. This relationship is based 
on the postulate regarding the existence of electro-chemical equilibrium between the 
adsorbed and solution ions. If this equilibrium is assumed to be reached, the rela-
tionship between adsorbed (subscript i) and solution ions (subscript o) in the systems 
containing monovalent (superscript +) and divalent (superscript ++) cations can be 
described by the Donnan equation; 
(A +~a_ 
(A *)g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (l) 
where (A) represents the activity of the cation. 
Equation (I) is further described by Equation (2); 
where [M] is molar concentration of cation, r is activity coefficient. 
Equation (2) is arranged into Equation (3); 
where 
k= 
[M+J1 k· [M*]-;- 00. 00 •••••••••••••••• 00 ••••••••••••• 00 •••••••••• (3) 
Cr')~·rt" 
(r+);·rf 
If the exchange sites in the DFS are saturated with M+ and M*, the following 
equation will be given; 
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[M+];+2[M*]; = Ec .................................................. . (4) 
where Ec is concentration of the exchange sites in the DFS in equiv./1. of the DFS. 
Equation ( 4) holds so long as the mobile anion concentration in the Donnan phase 
is negligible compared with Ec. 
From Equations (3) and (4) 
2k[M+J7 + R·[M' ];- R·Ec=O ....................................... (5) 
where 
If k is assumed to be unity, the following equation will be obtained from ( 4) and (5); 
l 
-[~:]~-=+{(l+-8:c )'-I} ............................... (6) 
The ratio of divalent to monovalent cation adsorbed on the exchange sites in 
the DFS varies as a function of Ec and R. This relation is visualized in Figure 13 
and Figure 14, where the ratio of [M*];/[M ]; increases with decreasing R or 
increasing Ec. Accordingly, if cation concentration of the external solution con-
taining both divalent and monovalent cations in a certain ratio decreases, the ratio 
of divalent to monovalent cation adsorbed on the exchange site increases. If the 
70~------------------------------~ 
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R 
Fig. 13. Relation between [M*Jd [M+]i and R. 
Ec = 1000 
Ec = 80Q 
Ec = 600 
Ec = 400 
[M+'] d [M+],: ratio of divalent to monovalent cations 
adsorbed on the exchange sites in the DFS. 
R: [M "H/ [M+']o in molar concentration. 
Ec: concentration of the exchange sites in the DFS in 
meqjl. of the DFS. 
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Fig. 14. Relation between [M"'],/ [M·] i and Ec. 
concentration of exchange sites in the DFS increases, the ratio of divalent to mono-
valent cations adsorbed on the exchange sites in the DFS should increase. 
If the exchange adsorption which occurs on the root exchange sites in the DFS 
in accordance with the Donnan distribution is a rate-limiting step of cation accumula-
tion, such a difl'erential cation exchange adsorption must be reflected in total cation 
accumulation. From the consideration described above, experiments were conducted 
to determine whether exchange adsorption on the root exchange sites follows the 
Donnan distribution and whether the exchange adsorption is a rate-limiting step of 
cation accumulation. 
Barley seedlings were grown in nutrient solutions containing two different con-
centrations of nitrogen, 0 and I mM of NH4N03 • The other nutrients, 0.1 mM of 
CaS04, MgS04 and K H2 P04, were the same at both nitrogen levels. The other 
aspects of the growth condition was the same as described earlier. The CEC of the 
roots obtained from these seedlings was measured by Li-exchange method and found 
to be 7.31 and 9.44 meq/IOOg dry roots in the absence and presence of nitrogen in 
the nutrient solutions, respectively. 
The previous discussions on characterization of cation absorption under anaero-
bic conditions revealed that the absorption of Li and Sr by N z-bubbled roots during 
a short absorption period is mainly due to exchange adsorption and that cations not 
normally found in the roots must be employed in the study of cation exchange 
adsorption in order to avoid the interaction between native cations in the roots and 
cations in absorption solutions. Therefore, one gram of the excised barley roots 
were exposed to 500 m!. of the Li and Sr mixed solutions under anaerobic or aerobic 
conditions for 30 minutes. In this case, cation absorption under anaerobic and 
aerobic conditions represents exchange adsorption and total absorption, respectively. 
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Each concentration of LiCl and SrClz in the mixed solution varied from 10- 4 to 10- 2 
N. The ratio of Sr to Li in the solution was I :1 on an equivalent scale. The roots 
were rinsed with distilled water immediately after the absorption period until the 
diffusible Cl- disappeared from the last rinsing water. The rinses were usually 
carried out within two minutes with six SO~mt. portions of distilled water. The 
results are reported in Table 4. 
Table 4. Lithium and strontium absorption by excised barley roots as a funtion of R *· 
N-level in the nutrient j Treatment 
solution NH,N03, mM. ~~- 0, R* 
-0----1 ---- 2 X 10· 4 
I 
' N, 
I 
2 X 10 3 
2x 10 2 
2 x w-' 
Air 2 X I0- 3 
2 x w-' 
-
·---·- ····---· - .. -----~-
N2 
j 
I~ 
Amount of cati~n absorbed 
(m molejlOOg dry roots) 
Li I Sr ~--- SrjLi --
r ---0.027 I. 14 42.2 
0. 10 
I 
I. 33 13. 3 
0.36 I. 55 4.31 
0.21 0. 76 3.62 
0. 36 I. 05 2.91 
0.65 I. 25 I. 93 
. 
-
1. 40 31. I 
I. 63 10.2 
I. 89 3.26 
----~ 
2x 10 ' 0. 24 1. 02 4.25 
Air 
1 
2x10 3 
---------- --'-· ____ [ __ :_x~-
* R,= [Li+j~/ :Sr++Jo in molar concentration. 
0. 39 
I. 08 
I. 40 3.08 
1. 66 I. 53 
Under the anaerobic conditions, the sum of Li and Sr adsorption increased 
gradually with increasing concentrations in the external solution. Similar results 
were obtained by BRIGGS et a/. 4 ) in beet disks where a gradual rise in the amount of 
Rb adsorbed in the DFS took place as the external Rb concentration rose from I to 
20 meq/1. This gradual rise was explained as consistent with the Donnan anions 
having arisen from weak acids with a pK of about 3. The same explanation may 
be applied for the gradual rise in Li and Sr adsorption observed in this study. 
The ratio of Sr to Li absorbed under the anaerobic condition increased markedly 
with decreasing concentrations in the external solution. These results indicate that 
Li and Sr absorption under anaerobic conditions are exclusively exchange adsorption 
and that the distribution of Sr and Li on the exchange sites follows the Donnan 
distribution. 
The CEC of the roots which were grown in the nutrient solution with no nitro-
gen and with 1 mM of NH4N03 was found to be 7.31 and 9.44 meq/lOOg dry roots, 
respectively. If the volume of the DFS is the same for the roots grown under both 
conditions, the ratio of Sr to Li should be higher in the roots with higher root CEC 
measured. The results in Table 4, however, did not show the relationship expected. 
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The alternative explanation for this result may be given in that a higher N level in 
the nutrient solution resulted in a higher amount of exchange sites per unit of dry 
weight and in much larger volume of the DFS. In short, the nitrogen pretreatment 
might result in the lower concentration of exchange sites in the DFS. If the ratio 
of Sr to Li obtained represents the result of the Donnan distribution, it is possible to 
calculate Ec, the concentration of exchange sites in the DFS, from Equation (6). 
The calculated value of Ec for the given roots, reported in Table 5, does not deviate 
Table 5. Caluculated concentration of the cation exchange sites in the Donnan Free Space. 
N-level in the nutrient 
solution, NH4N03, mM. 
0 
I 
R 
2 x to-• 
2 X I0- 3 
2 X 10- 2 
2 X I0- 4 
2 X I0- 3 
2x 10 2 
I Calculated Ec*, meqjl.l Mean value of Ec, meqfl. 
721 
736 761 
829 
393 
437 440 
490 
* The value of Ec was calculated from the equation (6); 
markedly in the different concentrations of the external solution. The mean con-
centration of exchange sites in the DFS was 761 and 440 meq/1. of the DFS for the 
roots grown in the absence and presence of nitrogen in the nutrient solution, respec-
tively. The estimated values of the concentration of the exchange sites in the DFS 
is similar to the value obtained by BRIGGS et al. 4> for beet disks. The method 
employed by them to estimate the concentration of the exchange sites (non-diffusible 
anions in the DFS) is described as follows; "In disks pretreated with solutions of Rbi 
to remove all other mobile ions from the free space, the amount of exchangeable I 
and Rb was measured by the uptake of 1131 and Rb86 at various external concentra-
tions. The excess of cations over anions (the extra exchangeable Rb+) was used as 
an estimate of the amount of non-diffusible anions in the DFS. This was approxi-
mately constant at I 0- I 3 meq/Kg of fresh weight. The volume of the DFS was 
estimated from the amount of extra exchangeable Rb in disks which had previously 
been treated so that the counter-ions in the DFS were exclusively Ca, and which 
were subsequently brought to equilibrium with various concentrations of RbBr. The 
mean volume from four experiments was 2.1 per cent, so that the concentration of 
exchange sites in the DFS was 560 meq/1." If the concentration of the exchange 
sites in the DFS are assumed as 760 and 440 meq/1. of the DFS for the roots grown 
with and without nitrogen source in the nutrient solution, respectively, it is also 
possible to calculate the ratio of Sr to Li adsorbed on the exchange sites in the DFS. 
The results, given in Figure 15, show that the experimental values almost exactly fit 
the theoretical values. Therefore, it is quite reasonable to conclude that exchange 
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Fig. 15. Sr and Li adsorption by excised barley roots as a 
function of R. 
0 · ·· O Theoretical line when Ec==760 meqjl. 
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•--• Experimental line for N = 1 
adsorption on the root exchange sites follows the Donnan expectation. 
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The subsequent question is whether the Donnan distribution of cations on the 
root exchange sites results in a differential accumulation of divalent and monovalent 
cations inside of the roots. This question is equivalent to the question whether ca-
tion accumulation process occurs through the DFS of the roots or not. EPSTEIN et 
al. 25 l concluded that cation exchange adsorption is not essentially involved in the 
active accumulation process but that the cations adsorbed on the exchange sites are 
absorbed very slowly by the metabolic processes in the absence of external reservoir 
of the ions in the solution. LAGERWERFF and PEECH52J concluded that exchange 
adsorption and active accumulation of cations are two independent coexisting 
processes. The details of their experiment are reviewed previously. However, it is 
obvious that they ignored the isotopic exchange of Ca between native Ca and ex-
ternal Ca45 and the stimulative effect of CaC1 2 on Rb absorption which might cause 
erroneous values of Ca and Rb absorption. Therefore, their experiment is not 
helpful in the elucidation of the relationship between cation exchange adsorption 
and active accumulation. 
The results given in Table 4 show that the ratio of Sr to Li absorbed under 
aerobic conditions increased with decreasing concentrations 'of the external solution, 
indicating that the valence effect was reflected to some extent in the total absorption. 
However, it does not necessarily mean that exchange adsorption was involved in the 
active accumulation of cations because the exchange adsorption was the predominant 
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process during the initial 30-minute absorption period, even under aerobic condi-
tions. In another view, it is an important point in this experiment (Table 4) that 
the valence effect was diminished even in the short term of the absorption of Li and 
Sr under aerobic conditions. If exchange adsorption were a rate-limiting step in 
their absorption, the ratio of Sr to Li absorbed would be the same under both aerobic 
and anaerobic conditions. Figure 16 shows .Rb and Sr absorption by the excised 
/!; ~·--• RbCI 
Rb o----0 RbC.I + SrCI, 
!~ SrCI, Sr ~ SrC\2 + RbCI 
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Fig. 16. Rh and Sr absorption by excised barley roots from 
10-3 N single or mixed chloride solution. 
barley roots from 10- 3 N-RbCl and!0- 3 N-SrCl2 mixed solution under aerobic condi-
tions. As discussed previously, the presence of Sr in the solution depressed Rb 
absorption by almost the same amount, in the presence of oxygen during the 60-150 
minutes absorption period. Hence the rate of Rb absorption after 60 minutes absorp-
tion period was almost the same in both the single and mixed solutions. The fact 
that the presence of divalent cations at 1 W 3 N does not alter the monovalent cation 
absorption after the initial rapid absorption stage provided one of the strong bases 
for the viewpoint that exchange adsorption has little eJTect on active accumulation 
of cations 5 3). 
The experimental results obtained in this study will come to the conclusion that 
cations adsorbed exchangeably by roots distribute in accordance with the Donnan 
principle but that exchange adsorption is not necessarily a rate-limiting step in cation 
absorption resulting in the differential accumulation of monovalent and divalent 
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cations by plants. 
CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
This study was undertaken primarily to evaluate the role of cation-exchange 
capacity (CEC) of plant roots in the cation absorption process. Efforts were also 
made to improve the method to determine the root CEC and to characterize cation 
absorption by excised barley roots under anaerobic conditions. 
Studies on the methodology on the root CEC assay revealed that it is very 
difficult to determine accurately the root CEC by estimating the root exchange 
acidity. This is because it is difficult to saturate the roots with H+ and select an 
arbitrary end point of the titration. It was found that Na-exchange method by 
Bartlett 1> is not a quantitatively accurate method because of the contamination by 
the native and metabolically absorbed Na, and the short exchange period. The 
following conditions must be provided for the quantitative measurement of the root 
CEC by a direct exchange method; 
a) A proper exchange period (30 minutes). 
b) The use of exchange cations which are not normally contained in the roots. 
c) Elimination of metabolic absorption during the exchange period. 
Cation absorption under anaerobic conditions was characterized and examined 
to find whether a drastic reduction of 0 2 in an exchange solution can completely 
eliminate metabolic absorption. Lithium absorption by the roots under anaerobic 
conditions was insensitive to low temperature and ended within 30 minutes. Absorp-
tion of Ba, Sr, Rb and Li from 10- 3 N single chloride solution under anaerobic 
conditions showed that the absorption patterns were quite similar and that the a-
mount of cation absorption was in the order of a lyotropic series. Rubidium absorp-
tion by N 2-bubbled roots in the presence of Sr was almost negligible. These results 
indicate that Li, Rb and Sr were absorbed under anaerobic conditions mainly ex-
change adsorption excluding diffusion and metabolic absorption. 
Excised roots kept under anaerobic conditions for 60 minutes, when removed 
to aerated solutions absorbed Rb at the same rate as the roots initially in aerobic 
conditions. This indicates that the anaerobic treatments for 60 minutes had no 
adverse effect on Rh-absorption capacity of the roots. 
A new method to determine the root CEC was developed on the basis that Li 
absorption for 30 minutes under anaerobic conditions was exclusively due to cation 
exchange adsorption. This method employs a technique using 0.1 N-LiCl as an ex-
change cation under anerobic conditions during a 30-minute exchange period fol-
lowed by distilled water rinses to remove the diffusible and occluded portion of Li 
from the roots. 
The CEC value of barley roots determined by the Li-exchange method increased 
with increasing nitrogen level in the nutrient solution being 10.2, 13.1 and 14.0 meq 
/100 g dry roots for 0.1 and 2.5 mM of NH4N03, respectively. 
The relationship among the ratio of mono- to divalent cations adsorbed on the 
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exchange sites in the Donnan Free Space (DFS), the cation concentration of the ex-
ternal solution and the concentration of exchange sites in the DFS was expressed as 
follows; 
~~:5~ =+{( l +-_i:c )t -I} ................................ (A) 
where [M*]; and [M+]; are molar concentrations of a divalent cation M* and a 
monovalent cation M+ respectively, adsorbed on the exchange sites in the DFS, Ec 
is the concentration of exchange sites in the DFS in equiv./1. of the DFS, and R is 
expressed as [M~ ];/[M*]0 , the ratio of the square of the molar concentration of 
monovalent cations to the molar concentration of divalent cations in the external 
solution. 
The ratio of Sr to Li absorbed from a mixed solution of SrCl2 and LiCl under 
anaerobic conditions increased with decreasing R, indicating that Sr and Li absorp-
tion followed the Donnan distribution. On the basis of the Donnan distribution, it 
is possible to calculate Ec, the concentration of the cation exchange sites in the DFS, 
from the ratio of Sr to Li absorbed by the roots. The calculated values of Ec for the 
barley roots which were grown in the nutrient solution without nitrogen source and 
with I mM of NH4 N03 were 760 and 440 meq/1. of the DFS, respectively. These 
values did not deviate appreciably when 10-\ 10- 3, and w-z N were the concentra-
tions of the external solutions. 
The experimental values of the ratio of Sr to Li absorbed under anaerobic condi-
tions exactly fitted to the theoretical values derived from the Equation (A). This 
assumed that the concentration of exchange sites in the DFS was as 760 and 440 
meq/1. of the DFS of roots which were grown without nitrogen and with 1 mM of 
NH4N03 in the nutrient solution, respectively. 
The valence effect which was observed in the absorption of Li and Sr under 
anaerobic conditions was diminsihed in their absorption under aerobic conditions. 
Moreover, the rate of Rb absorption from 10- 3 N-RbCl after 60-minute absorption 
period was almost the same regardless of the presence of 10- 3 N-SrCI 2 • These re-
sults indicate that exchange adsorption is not a rate-limiting step in the absorption 
of Li or Rb by the excised barley roots. 
On the basis of the information obtained, the possible function of exchange 
adsorption in differential accumulation of mono- and divalent cations by plants was 
discussed. It was concluded that the cations adsorbed exchangeably by roots dis-
tribute in accordance with the Donnan principle but that exchange adsorption is not 
necessarily a rate-limiting step in cation absorption resulting in the differential 
accumulation of mono- and divalent cations by plants. 
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根の|湯イオン置換容量と関連した大交切断根の|湯イオンl吸収について
， ， ，
?
?? ?
純物恨の陽イオン l吸収過料において似の|湯イオン置換'作~.ì: (CEC)の*している役割をrj)Jらかにする
1'1的で大交切断tJlの CECとl湯イオン吸収について研究した.
従来提唱されている航物似 CECの測定方法について検，Hし， [I'{妓[貴換J去による測定条件としては通
常Hlに合まれていない陽イオンを用いて30分間陽イオン1'1¥'換を行なわせ，かつ陪換|時間中の代謝的吸収
を除去することが必要であることを明らかにした.
恨の代謝的陽イオン吸収を除く討的で吸収液を N2で嫌気的とし陽イオン吸収を行なわせた.嫌気的
条件下での Liの吸収は溢度に対し影響されず，また Li，Rb， Sr， Baともに同級の吸収経過を示し，そ
の吸収順位は Lyotropicseries ~こ従うこと，また l 価と 2 価の陽イオンを共存させた場合には l 価の陽
イオン吸収が著しく抑えられること等により，嫌気的条件下での陽イオン吸収，特lこ60分以内の短時
間の吸収では拡散や代謝的機れによる吸収はお:しく小さく i丙換吸着による吸収が大部分を占めるもの
と椛定された.
;fl{物恨の CECを測定するJuよー として，0.INLiClを川い 30分間嫌気的条f'j卜で[i'i換を行なわせ，ur 
拡散tril分と|別荘~~五分の Li を蒸溜水で洗機除去する Li i配換法を従来した.
-.t;~II: 義波 '1' の NH，NO，濃度を O から 5mM まで 5 段階lこ変えて 7 日間生育せしめ，何られた大麦切断
fHを卜J己の Lii置換法によって CECを測定した結呆， J，在益液中の NH，NO，濃度を 2.5mMまで上昇す
るにつれ CECも増大した
60分間の嫌気的条件による処理は恨の Rb吸収力にほとんど影響を及ぼさなかった.
恨の DonnanFree Spacc (DFS)の置換尽に吸着されている l価と 2fl面の陽イオン比，外液の陽イオン
濃度， DFS rt'のi月一換基の濃度の関係式を次のように導いた.
Ag !白長安
。(A)
ここで [Mt+Jiおよび [M"]，はそれぞれDFS{こ吸着された 211fi陽イオン M"ι および l制l陽イオン M'
のモノレ濃度であり， EcはDFS'fの置換基の濃度 (equiv.fl.)，R は外液中の陽イオンのモノレ濃度比R二
[M+W[M++]。で示される.
SrCl2とLiClの泌合液から嫌気的条件ドで般に吸収された SrとLiほから Ecを計算すると無安井;
収益液および 1mMNH，NO，添加治養液で生育させた大麦切断似の Ecはそれぞれ約 760および 440
meqfl. であり， これん与の fl(iは外液の濃度が変化しでもほぼ-~とであった. これ等の Ecの1自がiEしい
と似iょすると嫌気的条件ドに於ける SrとLiの吸収比は (A)式により導かれた理論fl在と正確に一致し
た.
嫌気的条件下で認められた SrとU 吸収における valenceefectは好気的条件下では認られなかっ
た.また好気的条件下における Rb吸収は 60分後では始ど Srの存在の影響を受けなかった.これミ;
の実験結呆は置換l敗着が大麦切断根の Liや Rb吸収の速度制限因子ではないことを示している.
以卜ーの実験車古来より，植物般に置換l及活された陽イオンはドナン分布lこ従うが，置換吸着が他物の
I仙j，2 fl曲|湯イオン差別吸収lこ結果する陽イオン吸収の速度制限因子では必ずしもないことを結論した.
lE1す{(1一}4L)iー 1} 
